
 

 

Woodlawn High School 

Remote Learning Information 

Assignments: 

- All assignments will be posted electronically in the shared Google Drive and made available in paper form. 

- In order to limit physical interaction during this time, paper copies may be picked up at entrance “B” (the first, or, 

southeast entrance) at WHS inside the first set of doors. The first set of doors will be left unlocked with two filing 

cabinets inside. One cabinet will be labeled for “Pick-Up,” and the other labeled for “Drop Off.” 

o Files have been made for each individual class. Your child will need to know his/her schedule. Simply pull 

the packet from the proper file. Materials may be returned in the “Drop Off” in the proper class folder. 

- Please contact your child’s teacher if you wish to have paper materials, as this will help us create the proper 

amount of copies. 

- Please keep in mind that not all materials need to be printed at home. Students may answer in an email, take 

pictures of documents to submit, or answer on a separate sheet of paper to turn in. 

- WHS teachers prepared materials covering the weeks of 3/30 and 4/13. Materials assigned during this time will 

be due on Monday, 4/20, and a new set of assignments will be available at that time. Those assignments will be 

due 4/27 when another set of materials may be picked up. 

- The “B” entrance will be unlocked from 8am Monday until 2pm Friday and is accessible at any time, day or night, 

within that time period. 

Grading: 

- All assignments will be checked by staff and feedback provided.  

- All required assignments are expected to be completed. Failure to compete required assignments in a satisfactory 

manner will result in an Incomplete grade. Credit cannot be given for a grade of incomplete. 

- Seniors: An incomplete grade may affect your graduation status. 

- Students who failed a class during the 3rd quarter must satisfactorily complete all assignments. Failure to make a 

satisfactory attempt at improvement will result in a failing grade for the semester.  

Driver’s Education: 

- Behind the Wheel instruction cannot take place during the school closure. When we get an idea when that may 

be lifted we will come up with a plan for competing student Behind the Wheel instructional hours.  

Dual Credit: 

- Students must meet all requirements set by Rend Lake College in order to receive college credit. 

 

 


